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MARY DEVEREAUX

ProtectedSpace:Politics, Censorship,andthe Arts

Anniversariesare appropriatetimes for reflection. On this, the 50th anniversaryof the American Society for Aesthetics, I want to explore a
complicated and confusing situation currently
facing Anglo-Americanaesthetics. Worksof art
were once esteemed as objects of beauty.' In the
past several years, however, artists have been
accused of encouragingteenage suicide, urban
rage, violence against women, and poisoning
Americanculture. Museumdirectorshave been
indicted on obscenity charges, and artists and
organizationsreceiving federalgrantshave been
requiredto sign pledges that they will not promote, disseminate, or produce materials that
may be consideredobscene. Todayin America,
as in other times and places, artists face demands for their art to conform to religious and
moral criteria. These demandsare not new, but
they challenge the view that artistic expression
falls underthe protectionof speech guaranteed
by the FirstAmendment.2
Also in the past several years, aestheticians
have had to face a theoreticalassaulton the division between art and politics. That division is
sacrosanct to the formalist aesthetics that has
largely dominatedthe ASA since its founding.
Now, the idea of aestheticautonomy,so dear to
professionalaestheticians,has itself come under
attack.
We can begin to bring some order to these
chaotic and disturbingevents if we cast them in
terms of two debates. The first is takingplace in
the "real world" of politics and art, outside
professionalaesthetics. It centerson the role the
National Endowmentfor the Arts (NEA) plays
in providingfederally financed support for the
arts. The second debate is taking place within
the profession of aesthetics. It centers on a specifically philosophical issue, namely, the ade-

quacy-even feasibility-of an aesthetics built
aroundthe idea of art'sautonomy.
The two debates might at first appearto be
completely unconnected.One takes place in the
world of politics outside the academy,the other
within it; moreover, whereas the NEA debate
appears to be concerned with wholly practical
matterssuch as the allocationof tax dollars and
the role of governmentin supportingthe arts,
the autonomydebate is primarilyphilosophical
and theoreticalin character.But in fact, the two
debatesare connected. Both are concernedwith
the issues of art, politics, and autonomy. And
both presentus with a choice between the same
unattractivealternatives:either we embracethe
political characterof art and risk subjectingart
and artists to political interference, or we protect art and its makers from political interference by insisting upon their "autonomy,"
but at the cost of denying the political character
of art and its broaderconnection with life. If we
are ever to get beyond these stale alternativesboth of which require the sacrifice of something essential to the understandingof art-we
must look closely at what is meantby the autonomy of art.3
Suggesting that we reconsiderthe autonomy
of art may make it sound as if I plan to take the
standardliberal line againstthe politicizationof
the artworld.I don't. I wantto argue,on the contrary,thatpoliticalart-the workof HansHaacke,
BarbaraKruger,JudyChicago, FaithRinggold,
Vito Acconci, Scott Tyler, David Hammonds,
and others-is important,both for political reasons and for artistic ones. But, whether or not
one agrees with this judgment, political art is at
the centerof what is happeningin contemporary
art. Thus, I will demonstrate,it is increasingly
importantto understandthe challengethatpolit-
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ical art presentsto aesthetictheories which analyze art in primarilynon-politicalterms.
I will show that the current situation in the
arts can be understoodin terms of the two debatesI havementioned.In Section I, I lay out the
issues that divide the opposing camps. In Section II, I aim to do two things: first, to show in
detail where the two debates intersectand, second, to show thatthey pose a common problem.
Havingexplainedwhatthis commonproblemis,
I thenconclude, in Section III, by suggestingthe
direction we must move if we are to solve this
problem.

Turningfirstto the real world, I wantto begin by
observingthatconcernsaboutart have, in recent
years, come to the center of political debate in
questionsaboutthe value and limits of freedom
of expression, the role of government in the
enforcementof morals, the function of art, and
the direction of public arts policy. The NEA
controversy came to public attention in 1989
when questions were raised over the funding of
RobertMapplethorpe'shomoeroticphotographs
of a gay subcultureand his innocentbut sexually
candid portraitsof children, and Andreas Serrano'sPiss Christ,a photographof a crucifixsubmerged in urine. However, concern over what
kindof art the governmentwas fundingemerged
as early as 1972 when then first-term Senator
Jesse Helms objectedto NEA supportfor Erica
Jong's "obscene book," Fear of Flying.4 These
and subsequentdemandsfor restrictingthe content of federally financed art stand opposed to
the "climate encouraging freedom of thought,
imagination,and inquiry"called for by the 1965
legislationcreatingthe NEA.5
The NEA's conservative opponents are, of
course, primarilyconcerned with art as a vehicle of moral and social education. Their understandingof "good art" has less to do with artistic valuethanwith "decency"andthe promotion
of a certain (largely Christian fundamentalist)
conceptionof ethicallife. Fromthis perspective,
modern art reflects the spiritual degeneracy of
20th century America. On the other side of the
debate, naturallyenough, are artists (concerned
with protecting their work from interference),
civil libertariansand "classic"liberals(concerned
with FirstAmendmentissues andthe freedomof
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expression), gay rights advocates (concerned
with the civil rights of homosexuals), and traditional aestheticians (concerned with defending
the formalistdivision between art and politics).
Art has emerged as an important political
issue not only for these groups, but also for the
general public. That it has is strikingespecially
in light of the common view that art really
"doesn'tmatter."The continuingpublicdebate,
charted in editorials and "lettersto the editor"
from The WashingtonPost to the Cincinnati
Enquirer,demonstratesquite unexpectedlythat
art does matter.It mattersnot only to artistsand
museumdirectors,but also to recordstore owners, politicians, and "ordinary taxpayers"even perhapsto policemen.
How art matters is less clear. To some, art
mattersbecause it is-or they take it to be-of
irredeemablevalue. To others, art mattersbecause it is-or they take it to be-pernicious,
something we must guard against and control.
Furthermore,art has become a litmus test of
beliefs about sexuality,public decency, obscenity, and the limits of tolerance. It has also become a battlegroundon which competinggroups
fight to define (or redefine) America's view of
itself as a nation.
In brief, the politicalbattleover art is interesting because of its suddenness and depth. It is
also interestingbecausebehindthe clamorabout
when art is obscene and whetherit meritspublic
funding lies what amounts to a philosophical
discussion aboutthe natureof art. I suggest that
the real world battles fought over the photographs of Robert Mapplethorpe,performance
art, and political art in general are actually
driven by a theoretical conflict between two
opposing conceptions of art. According to the
now familiar, modern conception, art is intrinsically valuable,deservingof a separate"autonomous" spherewithinwhich artistscan be guaranteed protection from government and other
forms of outside interference.Aestheticianswill
readily associate this position with Kant, 20th
century modernism, and formalist theories of
art.
According to a second, more traditionalconception, the value of art is inextricablylinkedto
political considerations.Thus, for example, art
cannotbe evaluatedapartfromconsiderationsof
its ideology and social value. In one version of
this political conceptionof art, if a workoffends
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the state, the statemay-indeed should-control
or suppress it. This offense may take different
forms, so, for example, a workmay be censored
because it is seen as socially disturbingor frivolous even if not politicallythreatening.The view
that such offenses warrantrestrictionis a position associated with the Plato of The Republic
and with Marxisttheories of art.6
The theoretical discussion underlying the
NEA controversythus concerns a conflict between political and non-politicalconceptions of
art. On the one hand, a formalistconception of
art does not allow art to be seen politically; on
the other hand, political conceptions of art requirethatit mustbe.
Now, admittedly, this is a complex debate
and, like most frameworks,the one I'm introducing here is somewhat artificial. For one
thing, so-called non-politicalconceptions of art
may themselves rely upon political assumptions
andhavepoliticalimplications.(This chargehas
been maderepeatedly,for example, with respect
to formalism.)So, obviously, there is a question
here concerning just how non-political "nonpolitical"conceptionsof art are. And, of course,
thereareparticipantsin the NEA debatewho do
not espousesimplyone or anotherof theseviews.
The advantageof setting things up in this way is
thai it makesthe main lines of debatevisible.
Alternatively,someone might object that, by
framingcurrentartworldcontroversiesas a struggle betweentwo underlyingconceptionsof art, I
make the debateappearoverly theoretical. This
is not my intent. Clearly, the outcome of the
battle over political and non-political conceptions of art has real consequencesfor artistsand
the artworldgenerally.7Let'sconsiderwhatthese
consequencesare.
In the wake of anger over public funding for
workby Mapplethorpeand Serrano,Helms convinced Congress to pass legislation that threatened artistswith loss of supportfor workdeemed
obscene or indecent. "Obscene"or "indecent,"
accordingto the Helms Amendment,meantdepictions of sexual activity, material deemed
homoerotic,materialthat denigratedthe objects
or adherentsof a particularreligion, and other
offenses which, if committed, would result in
the artist's loss of funding. As was widely reported, this amendmentwas ruled unconstitutionalby a federalcourt in January1991;further
legal restrictionson art have also been strongly
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opposedby civil libertariansandmanymembers
of the arts community.What effect, then, aside
from increasing vocal opposition to certain
forms of art, have Helms' efforts had on artists?
Should we simply dismiss Helms as a hypersensitive, but harmless, critic of contemporaryart?
The answer,I think, must be "no." Although
Congressional restrictionson federally funded
art have not withstoodjudicial scrutiny,Helms
andhis supportershaveneverthelessmanagedto
controlthe fundingprocess throughother, more
subtle means, e.g., partisanappointmentsto the
NEA directorshipand boards. They have also
succeeded in creatinga climate in which artists
and those who exhibit, publish, and sell art feel
threatenedin ways having little to do with the
availabilityof public funding. Thus, to give two
examples, an obscenity complaintwas brought
against artist RichardBolton for his exhibition
The Emperors New Clothes: Censorship,Sexuality, and the Body Politic, and the Boston television station WGBH was investigated by the
FCC for broadcasting certain Mapplethorpe
photographson its TenO'clock News program.8
In neitherof these cases were federaltax dollars
at issue.
The increasingpublic suspicion of, and perhaps even hostility towards, art centers on the
moral ratherthan artistic failings of contemporary art. So, in the Mapplethorpecontroversy,
public outrage centered not on the question of
artistic value (thatquestionbeing largely left to
artworld"experts")but on whetherthe funded
art was obscene (the assumptionbeing that obscene art can't have been worth the money the
taxpayers"paidfor it").
A related sign of the threateningclimate toward art is the growing numberof court cases
directedat artists, museumdirectors, and commercial distributorsof art. Recent court cases
have targeted not only the authors of "offensive" opinions such as Ice T, the authorof "Cop
Killer,"but also those who displayand sell such
material.Thus, CharlesFreeman,a Floridarecord store owner, was chargedand convicted for
selling the music of the rapgroup, 2 Live Crew.
Art has even come underattackfor its so-called
"subliminalmessage," as in the suit broughtby
parents of an adolescent suicide against the
heavy metal band, Judas Priest. The band's repeatedlyric "do it," they alleged, was responsible for theirson's decision to end his life.9
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The result of such cases is to discourage and
penalize certain forms of art: art dealing with
sexuality (especially gay or lesbian sexuality);
explicitly political art; offensive, obscene, or
irreligiousart, and so on. As one observerof the
Endowmentnoted, whatwe are seeing is a "very
real attempt by conservatives to stop certain
kinds of art dead in its tracks."'0 What I am
suggesting is that such efforts now extend far
beyond the Endowmentand the arenaof public
funding. The effort to penalizethose who make,
distribute,or promotedifficult or disturbingart
has now broadenedto include privately funded
art, such as the Bolton exhibit mentionedabove,
and commercial work, such as the music of 2
Live Crew and Ice T.
One thing, then, about the present political
situation is clear. Artists can no longer rely on
the indulgenceof a publicconvincedthatart and
artistic autonomy are worth protecting at all
costs. Nor can they assumethat worksthatchallenge the status quo will have a chance at even
the modest support offered by the NEA or at
winning public exhibition. Of course, from the
standpointof the history of art, guaranteesthat
art will be protectedor funded are a relatively
recent phenomenon. No government needs to
have publicly funded arts programs. But, once
such programs are in place, the demand that
artists meet content restrictions is arguably a
form of censorship. In the present climate, the
financial, artistic, and personal costs of using
certain words, representingcertain body parts,
or advocatingcertainbeliefs effectively threaten
to relegatewhole bodies of opinion to silence.
Let's step back for a moment. So far, Helms
and his opponentsappearto be simply replaying
an old debatebetweenthe perceivedneeds of the
republic and the demands of art. Seen in these
terms, Mapplethorpeand his photographsoffended Senator Helms and members of Congress by seeming to promote homoeroticism,
sadomasochism, and the sexual exploitation of
children. Mapplethorpe'sopponentsarguedthat
the acts these photographsdepict, andthe values
they endorse, have a negative effect on individualconscienceandthe qualityof publiclife. "
In response to this perceived threat, Helms attempted to use the power of the state and the
political force of outragedtaxpayersto bring the
NEA (and indirectly, artists concerned with
these or related issues) in line with the conser-
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vative values of the politicalpartyin office. This
aspectof the currentsituationmakesit naturalto
associate a political conceptionof art with those
on the political right. While not wrong, this
association can be misleading. Although art is
underattack from the right in the NEA controversy, the situationis more complicated.
Elsewhere in the public arena, art is also
underattackfromthe left, thatis, fromfeminists
and progressivesocial theoristsgenerally.Here
the claim is not that art is "obscene," or "indecent," butthatit is misogynist, racist,violent, or
exclusionary. Thus those on both the right and
the left of the present political spectrum may
be seen to link art inextricablyto political considerations.A "politicalconceptionof art" thus
definesa genericconceptionof artheldby people
who (may) possess opposingpoliticalbeliefs.
Both conservatives and radical feminists
odd bedfellows thoughthey maybe-have advocated restrictionson certain kinds of art. And
both have political agendas they wish to see
reflectedin the readinglists of literaturecourses
and the criteria used to fund public art. Of
course, the first-orderpolitical views of Jesse
Helms and CatharineMacKinnonare different.
And this first-orderdifference is obviously important.But, the pointI'm tryingto makehere is
that, despite their first-orderdisagreementwith
Helms, manyfeministsagree with him aboutthe
second-orderpoint concerning the relevanceof
political considerationsto the evaluationof art.
That is, they agree with Helms in holdingthatit
is appropriate to judge art by political standards.

I want now to turn to the second debate, the
debate within aesthetics over the autonomy of
art. As an academicdiscipline, aestheticsis witnessing a growing challenge to the old notion
thatart is, or shouldbe, independentof politics.
The separationof the aesthetic from other values-moral and religious as well as politicalhas, since Kant, largelydefined the disciplineof
aesthetics. At least within the Anglo-American
philosophical tradition, aesthetics has come to
mean "autonomousaesthetics."
It is this traditional autonomous aesthetics
thatis underattack, largelyby feministtheorists
advancinga political conceptionof art.12 From
a feminist perspective, the charge againsttraditional aestheticsis thatit (a) isolates art fromthe
contextual and historical factors that, in this
view, its properunderstandingrequires;(b) con-
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fuses the interestsof particulargroups (mainly
the interestsof male property owners of European descent) with universal human interests,
wrongly attributinguniversalityto partisanartwork; and (c) disguises standardsof evaluation,
which are implicitly if not explicitly committed
to existingpowerrelations,as "purelyaesthetic".
In adoptinga politics of art, feministtheorists
confronttraditionalaesthetics head-on.'3 First,
in place of an autonomousbut isolated art, they
substitute a conception of art rooted in life,
rooted, for example, in social movements and
immediate cultural concerns. Thought of in
these terms, art moves from a separate, protected realmto the everydayworld of social and
politicalpraxis. It gains a historythattranscends
the bounds of art history, as they have been
traditionallyunderstood.Second, feminist theorists challenge art's claim to speak for all of us.
Traditionalaestheticsmaybe rightthatart speaks
for "mankind," but, as feminist critics point
out, mankindincludesonly some of us. To question art's autonomy and universality need not
imply thatart lacks value-quite the contrarybut this questioningmay yield answersthat differ from what we once supposed. Lastly,having
soughtto show that "purelyaesthetic"standards
of evaluationare not politicallyneutral,feminist
theoristsurge a thirdproposal. They ask thatwe
rethink our relationshipto established artistic
traditionsin termsthatdo not assume such traditions are uniformlyenlighteningand liberating.
In summary, aesthetics within the academy
finds itself embroiled in a debate between two
maincamps: feministtheoristsadvocatinga political conceptionof art and traditionalaestheticians defending a non-political, basically formalist, conceptionof art.
II

If we stand back from this somewhat rarefied
philosophicaldebate, we can see thatit mirrors,
in interestingrespects, the grittierNEA debate.
Forat the heartof the debatebetweentraditional
aestheticians and feminists lie the same three
issues-art, politics, and autonomy-that underlie the conflict between Helms and his opponents. In both cases, the conflict centers on the
natureand functionof art.
These debates have more in common than a
sharedset of issues. They also share a common
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situation:the intrusionof politics into whatwere
formerly believed to be "apolitical"arenas. In
both the arenaof Helmsian-inspireddebate and
the academy,Americanaestheticsand its practitioners face the erosion of the line dividing art
from politics. On both fronts, politics has intruded into what were once "purely aesthetic"
deliberations. To be sure, political considerations have always played a role, however inadvertentor unacknowledged,in the deliberations
of the artworld.But what we have now, at least
with feministtheorists, is the overtassertionthat
the role politics plays in aesthetic deliberations
is necessary and desirable.
Withinthe academy,andto some extent in the
cultureat large, what we are seeing is evidence
of a change from the prevailing non-political
conceptionof art to a political one. The growing
recognitionof art'spoliticaldimensions(andthe
correspondingshift to a more political conception of art) is the resultof the interplayof many
factors. Dissatisfaction with the limits of formalist art criticism, the growth of interest in
more broadlyculturalapproachesto art, the end
of the dominance of analytic philosophy, the
influence of postmodernism, and most especially, the impact of feminism-both as a social
movementand as a theoreticaldiscipline-have
all shakenthe convictionof mainstreamanalytic
aestheticians that political considerationshave
nothingto do with art. Those who remaincommitted to the separationof the artistic and the
political, and the theory of aesthetic autonomy
which demands it, now find themselves called
upon to defend what they could once assume
with little or no argument.
What are we to make of this transformation?
The most welcome featureof adoptinga political conceptionof art is in broadeningthe frameworkin whichart is discussedandevaluated.Expandingthis frameworkhas had severalpositive
consequences. The first is that it immeasurably
enriches our understandingof representation,
the pleasures and powers of art, and aesthetic
experience.
A second, relatedconsequence of adoptinga
political approachto art is the increasedpotential for art to arouse controversy and engage
widespread public interest. As a result of the
NEA controversy,the museums were packedmany of the people who were there, were there
for the firsttime.14 Of course, not everyonewho
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came to see this work came out of "pure," i.e.,
aesthetic, motives. Yet even those who came
to gape, leer, or express moral outrage found
themselves face-to-face with questions about
whetheranything is a legitimate subject for art
and whether publicly funded art should have
limits thatare not imposed on art in general.
Lastly, the sudden infusion of politics into
discussionsof art has initiatedimportantreflection at the level of publicpolicy. Questionsabout
the role of art in a democratic and pluralistic
social order, the value of "public art," and the
responsibilityof the artist, once funded, to render his or her creative expression intelligible,
and to whom, are now engaging participantson
all sides of the NEA controversy.15Quite unintentionally,Helms' efforts to bring art into line
with conservative values-again, like feminist
attempts to bring art criticism into line with
"progressive" values-have brought to public
attentionissues which lie at the root of thinking
aboutartistsand theirrole in society.
If, therefore, one function of art is to broach
issues, to force us to look at ourselvesandto ask
deep questions, we might conclude that the intrusion of politics into the artworld has been
beneficial-reinvigorating and broadening interest in the arts as well as provokingreflection
on what role the arts play in our individualand
communallives.
In the academy,too, the growing acceptance
of a political conception of art has resulted in
welcome changes. The merging of art and politics evident in feminist theory provides an attractive alternative to the formalism of traditional aesthetics. As a wide variety of critics of
formalismhave successfully argued, the exclusion of political or any considerationsotherthan
narrowly formal ones leaves us ill-equippedto
understandor explain the kinds of issues posed
by contemporaryworks such as July Chicago's
Dinner Party or Mapplethorpe'sX Portfolio.
These works and countless others-Marion
Rigg's documentaryfilm about gay black men,
Tongues Untied, Karen Finley's angry performancepieces-are themselvespartof a political
debate, partly fueled by arguments about the
NEA and driven by powerful questions about
homosexuality and homophobia, reproductive
choice and women's issues, AIDS and the politics of AIDS. These works can't be understood-can't be understoodas the works of art
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they are-in terms of the criticalpreoccupations
of Modernism, i.e., in terms of formal values.
But then, neither can much of art. The arguments againstapproachingDuchamp'sFountain
or most of the history of art priorto this century
in these terms are too well-known to need repeating. What we need and what we get, once
political considerations are allowed to play a
role in the discussion of art, is a way of recognizing the tensions between aesthetic responses
and a whole range of complicated human responses: sexual or erotic, emotional, religious,
moral, or political.
Thus, within the academy, as outside it, the
shift from a non-politicalto a political conception of art has resulted in a more complex and
nuanced understandingof the various purposes
and functions of art, and the complex emotions
it is capable of arousing. For these as well as
other reasons, the appearanceof a viable alternativeto formalismis a welcome occurrence.
Less welcome, however,are certainotherfeatures of this shift. As we have seen, one characteristic of a political conception of art is a blurring of the distinction between strictly artistic
issues andpoliticalones. In blurringthis distinction, a political conception of art poses two
risks, neitherof which arise with formalism.
The first risk is thatin emphasizingthe political characterof art we lose sight of or underestimate the many"non-political"
elementsthatmake
art art. It wouldbe difficult, if not impossible, to
give a definitive list of these "art-making"elements, but the general idea is familiarenough.
One wants to be able to talk about stylistic or
formal features, not only "whatthe worksays,"
but "how." The worry is thatin abandoningthe
separationof art and politics, we reduce art to
propaganda.
The second risk posed by a political conception of art is that art may be exposed to various
forms of political interference.The worry here
is that once art is thoughtof, and evaluated, in
political terms, it loses its independence.In discussing the risks of political interferencein the
arts, it is government interference that often
comes first to mind. Equating "political interference" with government interference uses
"political"in its strict sense. A second threatto
art's independence involves political interference more broadlyunderstood-what Mill calls
the "tyrannyof the majority."Like government
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action, this sort of activity is designed to restrict
or suppressart of certain kinds-art that is obscene, indecent, unpatriotic,racist, misogynist,
and so on. Consumer boycotts, like the one
implementedby police organizationsagainstIce
T's anti-policelyrics, fall into this category.
Thus, while bringing art to public attention
and integratingit moreclosely with life, a political conception of art risks making artists and
their works dependenton popular opinion and
the whims of political fashion. Traditionally,
artists and their supportershave responded to
government enforced "standardsof decency"
and other forms of political interferenceby appealingto a principleof aestheticautonomy.It is
this autonomy,they argue, that makes such interference illegitimate.16 The irony of the current situationis thatjust when artists find themselves most in need of the protectionthatappeals
to autonomytraditionallyprovided,art theorists
are strugglingto discreditthe very idea of aesthetic autonomy.
I do not mean to imply that advocates of a
political conception of art-feminist or otherwise-are responsible for the current plight of
artists. Nor do I mean to imply that individual
theoristsintendto align themselves with Helms'
political agenda. But I am suggesting that in
attackingthe idea of aesthetic autonomy, feminists are attackinga conception of art that provided certain principles to which artists and
their supporters could appeal when forced to
defend themselvesagainstgovernmentenforced
"standardsof decency" and the tyrannyof public opinion.Hence, abandoningautonomyhas important practical consequences-consequences
its critics have not clearly thoughtout.
Aesthetics thus faces a double dilemma. At
the level of theory andcriticism, we seem forced
either to recognize art's political characterand
sacrifice its specifically artistic character or
to recognize its specifically artistic character
and ignore the political. At a more practical
level, we seem forced to choose between a formalistconceptionof art which protectsart from
the exigencies of changing political fashion but
isolates art from life, and various political conceptions of art which integrateart with life but
sacrifice its autonomy.
This dilemma appearsinsoluble, for what we
want is to combine two apparentlyincompatible
things: the recognitionof the political character
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of art and the recognition of its artistic character. And we also want to separatetwo apparently inseparablethings: the autonomy of art
and formalism. This dilemma is, as I have been
suggesting, at the heart of current aesthetic
concerns.
I want to conclude by arguing that this dilemma turns on a misunderstanding-a misunderstandingof what autonomy demands. This
misunderstandingis shared by both traditional
aestheticiansand many feminists.
III

In this final section, I wantto clarify this misunderstandingby offering what I take to be a correct accountof aestheticautonomy.At its core,
the autonomy of art refers to the idea that art
deservesa protectedspace. By "protectedspace,"
I don't mean the obvious safeguardsneeded to
preserve artworksfrom vandals and the overly
curious, such as railings,velvet ropes, andalarm
systems. Nor do I mean a domain cut off from
the social and political world. If we interpret
autonomy as a demand for an "apolitical" or
otherwise disengaged art we would be right to
rejectit.
By "protectedspace" I mean the principleof
granting artists control over both their subject
matterand meansof expression. It is this figurative space, that is, the space in which artistscan
work without outside interference, which the
literal spaces of the museum and gallery concretely embody. Historically speaking, the idea
that artists deserve such control is recent; the
separation of artistic institutions from institutions of churchand state did not occur until the
eighteenth century and then primarily in Europe.17In the past, artistswere not grantedindependence. What, then, explains the modern
view thatartistsdeserve independence?What is
the basis of the idea thatthis independenceought
to be protected?
One source of this idea, of course, is the
liberal democraticconception of individualliberty whereby artists, like everyone else, have a
right to individualexpression. It is this concept
of individualexpressionthat is embeddedin the
American Constitution. So artistic liberty can
be protected by appealing to Constitutional
guarantees.Here the independenceof art is simply a consequence of Constitutionalprotections
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of free speech. An appeal to the First Amendment does not, however, distinguish art from
any other form of expression. It thus cannot
explain the idea that artists deserve special protections. The demand for special protections
rests on the intuitionthatart is notjust any kind
of expression-in burningall the existing copies
of The Grapes of Wrathwe lose more thanjust
Steinbeck'sopinions.
In seeking an explanation for the idea that
artists deserve special protections,we might do
betterto look to a concept of genius that has its
roots in Kant, namely, the view that artists possess an inborn imaginative talent that enables
them to "see" in ways others cannot. In this
conception,the genius has a naturalcapacity for
originality,i.e., for breakingwith traditionand
makinghis or her own rules. Romantictradition
comes to understandartisticvision as transcending ordinaryexperience or penetratingbeneath
it to a realm deeper or more primordial than
ordinaryreality. The artist becomes a god-like
visionary, or even a "mad genius," who is due
extraordinaryindulgence. From this problematic perspective, the talents of Gauguin or van
Gogh exemptthem from the normaldemandsof
family life or social responsibility.
Basingthe argumentfor the special protection
of art on the madnessof the artist is vulnerable
to the objection that such "madness"deserves
not more liberty, but less. However, the argument for special protection needs only the assumptionthat artistspossess talent and training
that make them capable of showing us what we
might not otherwise see or see clearly. This is a
conception of genius, but it is a modest and,
indeed, a familiarone.
Artists may not be the only people who can do
these things. But if we accept that artists are
specially equipped-technically and imaginatively-to help us see things, then they naturally
have a special social role to play. They can
functionas critics, reformers,revolutionariesor even, as defenders of unappreciatedaspects
of the statusquo. Historically,of course, artists
have often servedthese functions.
Seen in this way, art has a high social value. It
makes us think twice, think differently, relive
the past, imagine the future. It is this social
value, not the mad genius of its makers, that
warrantsprotection, according to the principle
of autonomy.In allowing art the independence
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to function in these ways, we seek to protect a
political good.
Whatdoes it meanto grantthe principleof the
autonomyof art?And whatare the consequences
of doing so? Well, one thing it means is that,
whereartisticandgovernmentinterestsconflict,
the presumptionshould be in favorof the artist.
The autonomyof art, properlyunderstood,takes
this principleas fundamental.But it is not absolute. Youcan have yourself shot and woundedin
the service of art, as Chris Burden did in a
performancepiece entitled Shoot, but you can't
expect the governmentto sit still while you have
someone else shot. The point of advocatingautonomy is not, as Helms and his supportershave
charged, to grant artists absolute license, but
ratherto make it clear that in cases of conflict,
the presumptionshould be in favorof the artist.
One importantconsequence of granting the
principle of the autonomyof art is that we cannot demandthatthe governmentimposeourown
partisanagendas with respect to art. Thus, we
cannot consistently endorse autonomyand also
pass legislation requiringthat publicly funded
art promote conservative family values. Nor
could we endorselaws prohibitingphallocentric
worksof art.
So far, there is little in this accountof autonomy to which traditional aestheticians would
object. But what of the feminist objection that
adoptingautonomycommits us to a non-political conception of art? Doesn't autonomy go
hand-in-handwith formalism?I want to end by
suggestingthatthe principleof the autonomyof
art, properlyunderstood,does not commit us to
formalism. Of course, autonomydoes not preclude formalism; it does not, however, require
it. One can both insist on the importanceof a
protected space for art and maintain that an
apolitical, disengaged art is undesirable.There
is no inconsistencyhere. Indeed, one good reason for endorsing the principle of autonomy is
precisely because one thinks art has a political
function, i.e., because one thinks the kind of
independent,critical voice art often provides is
worthprotecting.Thus, a politicalconceptionof
art need not leave art unprotectedagainstpolitical interference.
Nor, I mightadd, does commitmentto a political conception of art requirethat criticism become solely the assessment of the ideological
importof art. One can allow that art has politi-
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cal content and that its content is importantin
discussing and evaluatingit without giving priority to political considerations,as Helms does
in dismissing artisticquestions in favorof judgmentsaboutdecency.
Politics does have an explicit role to play in
evaluatingart. But we need not determine the
politicalvalue of art simplyby the contentof the
work.In ignoringnot only Mapplethorpe'sstyle,
but also the interrelationshipsbetween his photographsandthe contextin which they appeared,
Helms parts ways with both formalism and the
far more sophisticatedpolitics of art advanced
by feminist critics like Linda Nochlin, Lucy
Lippard,Rita Felski, and others.'8 Their work
demonstrateshow political criticism can take
stylistic innovationandthe changingmeaningof
textualforms into account.
In valuingcreativityandthe stylistic values of
art, these feminist theorists are closer to traditional aesthetics than one might initially suppose. This is not to say thatpoliticalconceptions
of art run no risk of reducing criticism to politics. But it is to say that we now have examples
of sophisticated feminist criticism that point
in the direction of a politics of art that is not
reductionistic.
In sum, I have argued,we need not accept the
narrowcriticalconstraintsof formalismin order
to guaranteeartistic liberty. The autonomy of
art, properly understood, does not require for-

malism. We can banishformalismand still protect art and artists from political interference.
And given thatwe can, we should.'9
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